
  

French 

The children will look at the basic words for food and drink. 

They will plan menus before taking part in a French café 

activity.  

 

 

Design and Technology 

The children will take part in a mini DT competition 

to build the strongest Greek temple. 

 

The children will then design and make a tapestry 

that tells the story of a Greek Myth. 

 

Physical Education / Games 

Inside - Strike & Field Activities 

Links to Rounders 

Outside - Strike & Field Activites 

Links to cricket & Stoolball 

Computing:  

The children will review the basics of PowerPoint and decide when they are fit for audience. They will then move on to look at some of the advanced features such as hyperlinks, contents pages and 

quizzes. Linking to their history work, the children will then design and make a PowerPoint to show an aspect of Ancient Greek life. They will transfer the same knowledge onto a Publisher 

document and review the advantages and disadvantages of both. 

 

Religious Education: 

The children will start by learning what is meant by the term ‘peace’ before moving on to understanding how Muslims find ‘peace’ in Islam. They will think about how important it is for Muslims to 

feel ‘peace’ in their religion. The children will then investigate their own feelings about ‘peace’ and discover that there are different ideas about being at ‘peace’. 

Understanding our own feelings about ‘peace’. 

P.D.L: 

To be confirmed. 

Art:  

The children will carry out an in depth study on the artist Vincent Van Gogh.  They will explore his use of colour and paint to express his view on the world, focussing in particular on his painting, 

Starry Night. 

In addition, links will be made within the Architecture unit of art looking at styles of Greek columns and how the Ancient Greeks expressed their art through their buildings, something for which they 

remain famous for even in modern times. 

Music: 

Not in this theme. 

 

Geography: 

Not in this theme. 

 


